The first American Naturalist appeared in March 1867. In a countdown to the 150th anniversary, the editors have solicited short commentaries on articles from the past that deserve a second look.
Why are animal signals so complex? This question continues to attract the interest of behavioral and evolutionary ecologists. In this Countdown article, we revisit a littleappreciated article in The American Naturalist published in 1970: "An Estimation of Redundancy and Information Content of Anole Dewlaps" by A. Stanley Rand and Ernest E. Williams ( fig. 1 ). As part of this piece, Rand and Williams argued that signal complexity can be explained by redundancy, a mechanism by which multiple components of the signals have evolved to increase the probability of eliciting a response from an intended receiver. We highlight this work because it presents one of the earliest demonstrations of the potential benefits of applying information theory to animal communication. In addition, the study demonstrates the insights that can be gained by evaluating signal evolution at the level of the community. Even today, when both theoretical and empirical studies evaluating the potential forces leading to signal diversity have flourished, evaluations at the community level are extremely rare.
More generally, in the spirit of the American Society of Naturalists, we wish to emphasize that the perspicacity of Rand and Williams resulted from the fact that their ideas were ultimately derived from a deep understanding of the natural history of their study organism. In particular, Stan Rand spent substantial time in the field observing lizards, including 10 months studying the ecology and social dynamics of the Jamaican lizard Anolis lineatopus. This study reported detailed observations of many aspects of behavior, including detailed descriptions of the signaling displays used during intra-and interspecific interactions (A. S. Rand, 1967 Rand and Williams start by noting that across Caribbean islands, sympatric species of Anolis lizards can easily be distinguished from one another by multiple aspects of their dewlaps, the colorful and extensible throat fans used by anoles in communicative displays. The authors' goal was to investigate the degree of redundancy that exists in courtship displays and what purpose this redundancy serves. To address this question, they focused on an eight-species community of anoles from the island of Hispaniola. At La Palma, the eight species can be distinguished by multiple dewlap characteristics (e.g., coloration, pattern, size relative to body size) and body color, as well as other components of their display (e.g., movement-based patterns known as head bobs). Employing an approach that was well ahead of its time, they developed a relatively simple model based on contemporary information theory that demonstrated the potential advantages of using multiple signals to convey species identity during a communication event. Their calculations indicated that the bits of information that can be communicated by the use of multiple signaling components far exceeded what was necessary to convey species identity.
In fact, according to their model, the bits of information observed in the multiple display components in anoles at La Palma are sufficient to convey species identity for 512 species. Previous to this point, researchers had stated qualitatively that signal redundancy could allow for an increase in the information content of a signal, but this was the first quantitative demonstration of such redundancy.
The advantages of signal redundancy became a major focus of research in animal communication about 25 years after the publication of the article, and today, the focus of this research has shifted to evaluating the potential benefits of redundancy as quality indicators. Although an important component of signal design within a species, redundancy of quality indicators cannot explain the diversity of signals that occur among sympatric species. To understand this, a return to Rand and Williams's focus on mate recognition signals is needed.
Moreover, a more inclusive framework is required for such studies. Unlike most studies of its time, and even present ones, Rand and Williams's article took as its cornerstone the study of signals at the level of the community. Most studies of species recognition, then and now, consider only pairs of species. Yet, many species live in communities with many closely related species, as Rand and Williams knew firsthand from their own studies on species-rich anole communities (A. S. Rand, 1964, "Ecological Distribution in Anoline Lizards of Puerto Rico," Ecology 45:745-752; Rand 1967). As the number of species that co-occur increases, the differences in display characteristics between pairs of species are likely to get smaller. Because mate preference functions tend to be relatively broad and the ability to distinguish between signals diminishes as a function of how similar the signals are, distinguishing conspecifics from heterospecifics may become more difficult in speciesrich communities. It is for this reason, Rand and Williams reasoned, that redundancy in signals would be particularly important in such a context, because the more components of the signal that distinguish species, the less likely an individual was to mistake a heterospecific for a conspecific.
Rand and Williams's (1970) article ends with a series of ideas. We would like to highlight two that we think can provide new insights into elucidating signal diversity and that are now ripe for testing. One prediction is that "faunas living under conditions of poor visibility (such as in dark forests) might have higher degrees of redundancy than those of equal size in habitats with better visibility" (p. 102). The role of habitat conditions in shaping signal design, including selection favoring the evolution of signals that are locally adapted, has proven to be a fruitful avenue of research in animal communication. Yet, very few studies have addressed the possibility that environment shapes the selective demands of redundancy. To our knowledge, the prediction that the degree of redundancy can differ between communities as a function of habitat conditions has not been tested.
A second prediction put forth is that "the number of species which coexist may be limited by [the species'] ability to evolve displays of sufficient redundancy to be distinguishable" (p. 102). One implication of this idea is that for species in which redundancy is achieved by using signals in different sensory modalities (i.e., multimodal signals), the maximum number of species in a given community would be constrained by the sensory modality with the smallest perceptual space. Although our understanding of the potential constraints imposed by the perceptual space in signal evolution has increased dramatically since Rand and Williams's publications, this is an area of communication that is wide open for further research. Furthermore, this prediction might account for the observation that the number of sympatric species within a community is much smaller than simple application of information theory would predict. If several redundant bits of information are necessary to reliably distinguish all coexisting species, then substantial signal diversity would be required to allow recognition of even a few species. Rand and Williams did not say so explicitly, but their argument was that the discrepancy between 512 bits of information and eight species may not be as great as it initially seemed.
Final Thoughts
The use of information theory has increased dramatically in studies of animal communication since the publication of Rand and Williams (1970) article. Yet today, as was the case when they published the work, our understanding of the cognitive processes of most species remains mostly speculative. Such a lack of understanding is surprising when considering that cognitive processes are directly relevant to many of the hypotheses currently being tested in animal communication. Thus, it is time to emulate Rand and Williams and to include cognition within a quantitative and experimental framework in studies of communication. However, a successful incorporation of cognition will be limited by our understanding of the species' behavior under natural conditions.
By detailed field study of the morphology and behavior of sympatric lizards, Rand and Williams (1970) were able to outline the applicability of information theory to lizard signaling behavior and species recognition two decades before those ideas became widely accepted. Moreover, they proposed important hypotheses yet to be investigated. This article demonstrates the key role that natural history plays, and will continue to play, in the conceptual development of animal behavior, evolutionary biology, and many other fields. Although the tools available for technological advancement in these fields are unparalleled, Rand and Williams's work demonstrates that observing animals in the wild and developing an intimate knowledge of their ecology serves as the raw material for the development of new and exciting areas of research. Thus, as we move into new frontiers, the appreciation of natural history must be an integral component of our approach and should be encouraged to a new generation of behavioral and evolutionary ecologists.
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"Lying in the median plane, beneath the throat and reaching back as far as the sternal space, Anolis possesses a peculiar ornament; this consists in a fold of the common integument, controlled by an exceedingly interesting apparatus that gives it the power of protruding downwards and slightly forwards at will, carrying the fold with it, to fully the extent shown in the figure, or even more. Upon complete retraction this appendage is scarcely discernible." From "Observations on the Habits of the American Chameleon (Anolis principalis)" by R. W. Shufeldt (The American Naturalist, 1883, 17:919-926) .
